is to make businesses more efficient
by using the best technology available to
them and save them money.
Taking your business to new heights with Cloud Computing.

Cloud Computing is...
a space stored on the Internet that
can be securely accessed by you
for your business data, files,
email and photos.

Consulting, deploying and implementing
technologies that are efficient and affective
are what we are known for. Cloud computing brings
a new level of efficiency and economy to delivering
IT resources on demand — and in the process it opens
up new business models and market opportunities.

The Cloud Computing service we deliver takes away the need to spend on
bulky hardware, virtualising it and centralising it all in the Cloud.
Our service make it possible for companies to convert their IT costs
from capital to operating expenses. Its IT efficiency on a whole new
scale.

Compared to traditional IT the Cloud can offer
so much more!

Efficient
 Multiple departments/branch servers are











consolidated
All staff can access same server
Easy file sharing amongst staff and
across branches
Widely considered ‘Green’ due to
efficient use of power
Our data centre uses re-newable energy
Faster bandwidth on a fibre network
Fast deployment
Data is secure
Data is backed-up
99.9% Uptime
Easy to manage

Cost-Saving










Saves money on server hardware
Saves money on software upgrades
Reduced energy bills
Only pay for what you use
Less in-house IT costs
Low monthly payments
No upfront costs needed
SPLA Licensing
Frees up space from bulky hardware

Flexible
Scalable
Add soft/hardware in an instant
Easy upgrades on new software
SPLA Licensing
Ability to work from home, abroad, at
different branches - still logging in to
your own desktop.
 Freedom to explore business agility.
 Unlimited 100MB bandwidth






Microsoft Licenses
Centralising company data via the
Cloud means only needing to
purchase Microsoft licensing once
rather than for each server. This
consolidation makes things easier
to manage and very cost effective.
For the individual user, we
provide SPLA Licensing (Service
Provider License Agreement), you
pay per month for what is needed
instead of a yearly upfront cost.
Its flexible around the business
too. Hiring more people? They can
simply be added each month as and
when.

Fibreoptic Speeds
Nuage Technology doesn’t charge for bandwidth, you can
use as much as you want! For connectivity you link to
100MB Fibre Connection (10MBs/sec download)
Your company’s internet only needs a 2MB connection to
gain access to this!

Secure Storage & Back Up
Data is stored securely at our Manchester
Datacentre under a 256bit encryption VPN tunnel,
with 100% power uptime. We use multiple hard drives
to store the data protecting from any failures and
reducing the possibly of losing data to nil. This
incredibly secure network can allow staff to work from home or different
locations if desired. Folders and files can be
set to various management levels, giving access
only to people who need it. As well as
restricting internet use if required.
Secure off
Our 3 point back-up system also includes the use
of an additional datacentre in North Wales.
The data centre itself boasts 24/7 on site
security staff CCTV cameras (both internal and
external), motion detection and a key fob access
system.

site back-up is a
standard level
requirement for a
Lexcel Accreditation.
For those in the legal sector

'I believe Cloud Computing will profoundly change the way organisations do their
computing. Proof is in the fact that major vendors like IBM, Google and Microsoft are
investing tens of billions of dollars in building their cloud infrastructures.'
Bernard Golden (CEO Hyperstratus)

Upgrading the Hardware / Software
If more hard drive space or memory is
required – we can add this instantly, rather
than physically needing to buy a part and
come out to install, creating unwanted and
unnecessary downtime.

‘I love the
freedom of working
from anywhere!’

Cloud computing accommodates change like no
other model.

What does it look like?
The user experience in a visual sense is unchanged. You connect to
the cloud via your existing computer, laptop, smartphone or iPad but be ready for a quicker experience, that’s smarter, flexible and
stress-free!

Contact us about our Monthly Cloud Packages.
email - hello@nuagetechnology.co.uk
phone - 01745 563513
skype - nuagetechnology
We can set up a meeting to further discuss how to make YOUR business more
efficient and save money.
Nuage Technology offer monthly Server Level Agreements that are flexible
and tailored to your organisations needs.
Starting from £500 per month we can offer a Managed Cloud Server that
delivers all the benefits and that can truly take you and your business to
new heights!

www.nuagetechnology.co.uk hello@nuagetechnology.co.uk Company No. 07655155

